
Client Name                  email@yahoo.com  
Address                                                           Phone:  (816) 000-0000 
City, State Zip 

 

Objective 

To obtain viable employment within a company that will allow me to utilize my skills in addition 

to having room for advancement. 

 

Skills and Abilities 
 

•Laborer–  I used the plumbing snake to unclog residents drains, I replaced and installed roofs 

on housing units, I cleaned vacant units when unoccupied preparing them for new residents and 
painted interior and exterior housing units, I also did concrete repair to replace sidewalks, patios 
and other various jobs as needed. 

••••Produce– I did the day to day operations of pulling bad produce off produce racks so that the 

fresh produce could be rotated in, I prepped the leaf lettuce and all the cut fruit and vegetables to 

be packaged up for sale, I also ordered produce with ordering gun to assure that the store got 

regular produce in a timely manner to be sold and I unloaded and helped put the produce away, I 

also worked in a warehouse at the City Market unloading and loading trucks with shipment. 

•Housekeeping– I supervised work activities of cleaning personnel to ensure clean, orderly 

attractiveness of the Kansas City Star establishment: Obtains list of cubicles which need to be 

cleaned immediately and list of prospective areas that needed general cleaning.  I distributed 

supplies and equipment to issue to workers for use on that day. Investigates complaints regarding 

housekeeping service and equipment, and takes corrective action to clean that specific area. 

Examines rooms, halls, and lobbies to determine need for repairs or replacement of furniture or 

equipment, I also attended training seminars to perfect housekeeping techniques and procedures, 

and enhance my housekeeping skills, I also emptied all leftover newspapers throughout the whole 

building making sure they got to the recycling bins, I also swept, mopped and vacuumed the 

whole facility to enhance the day to day operations of the company. 

• Car Detail –  I cleaned and refurbished new and used automobiles, performing any 

combination of following duties:  I washed vehicle exterior to clean cars, using cleaning solution, 

water, cloths, and brushes, I applied wax to auto body, and wipes or buffs surfaces to protect 

surfaces and preserve shine, using cloth or buffing machine, I vacuumed interiors of vehicles to 

remove loose dirt and debris, using vacuum cleaner, I Cleaned upholstery, rugs, and other 

surfaces, using cleaning agents, applicators, and cleaning devices,  I applied revitalizer and 

preservatives to vinyl or leather surfaces, and treated fabrics with spot and stain resistant 

chemicals to preserve and protect interior components, I cleaned engine and engine compartment 

with steam cleaning equipment and various cleaning agents to remove grease and grime, I applied 

special purpose cleaners to remove foreign materials which do not respond to normal cleaning 

procedures, utilizing experience and following recommendations of product manufacturer, I 

painted engine components and related parts, using spray gun or aerosol can and masking 

material and applied paint to chipped body surfaces of vehicle, using container of touchup paint.  

 

 

 

 

 



Education 
School  Diploma (year) Kansas City, Missouri 

 

Related Work Experience 

 

 

2009 - Present Company Name 

 Job Title 

 

2006 - 2009 Company Name 

 Job Title 

 

2006 - 2007          Company Name 

 Job Title 

 

2005 - 2006 Company Name 

 Job Title 
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